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Regulations of the PREMFOTO 2013
11th Edition World Salon of Photographic Art
“Water Lily” Club Photo from Oradea, in partnership with the “Euro Photo Art Association”, organizing the
eleventh edition of the PREMFOTO 2013 World Salon of Photographic Art with the patronage of the Ministry of
Culture, Bihor County Council and City Hall of Oradea.
01. International Salon will run under this Regulation is open to all professional artists and amateur
photographers around the world that meet the requirements of this regulation and pay the fee. In this international
salon are accepted only exclusive first releases pictures, it being understood that the works were not judged
in any Photographic Salons, until dispatch of the collection for the ”Premfoto” 2013 World Salon. Each author
certifies, by signature, that the work presented in exclusive first releases!
02. Salon is organized into the following sections:
A - Experiment,
B - Street photography,
C - Portrait,
D - Essay.
03. Each author may submit 4 papers in each section.
04. The fee for all sections is 25 euro (for participants from Europe), $ 33 or 35 or 10 euro IRC (for participants
from other countries) or $ 13 or 15 IRC / section. For reference collections of over 5 is applied discount of 20%.
For artists, photographers from Moldova, Ukraine, Serbia, the fee for all sections will be 10 Euro, and for RP
China, Vietnam, India and Bangladesh, will be $ 13 or 15 IRC, in all sections, regardless of the number of
photos included. Participation fees can be paid through PayPal: cfno.ro@gmail.com or can be sent along with
CDs. For the fee paid trough PayPal payments should also contain the transfer commission !
05. The works will be sent by e-mail to: salonpremfoto@gmail.com or CD in jpg format.
File size / photo will exceed 1Mb. The works will be sent on CD in a minimum 3000 pixels long side.
06. Each photo will have a code / file name, which will correspond to the entry form, with title. The codification
of images will be as follows: The first letter will be the section (A, B, C or D) followed by 4 characters (the
author’s choice) the last digit will be the number of the image included in section (as in entry form). File code will
be made as follows: ex.: A-VASI-1, which will mean that the work submitted is part of the experimental section,
is made by Vasilescu and Image 1 from Experiment section.
Encoding components will be separated by the symbol - (minus). On a CD can register works in May
several authors.
07. All works will have entered in the entry form titles in English. Together with the work will be sent the entry
form also by e-mail, in print entry form completed with CD, (it will bear the signature of the author, who will
certify the originality of the work in this way and the fact that it belongs). Salon organizers are not liable for any
copyright violating Law, by participants.
08. Not filling correct or incomplete entry form and not submitting in time the participation fee entails the
exclusion of the participant from the salon.
09. Judging will take place on-line, such as: international jury will be presented images only code works
without them to know the name and surname of the author.
10. The right of use of the works accepted and rewarded will return to “Water Lily” from Oradea and
“Euro Photo Art” Association from Oradea, if the author will agree with this. Images printed will enter the
photo library organizers are capitalized as part of traveling exhibitions or other promotion of the salon. The
authors will maintain the copyright on these images. Participants who do not want their works popularizing the
foregoing conditions shall stipulate expressly this entry form to participate.

11. The organizers will use the submissions, only for publication in the catalog salon and for promoting the
international media lounge or similar forms (calendar, etc.).
12. The decisions of the jury are incontestable.
13. Photo artists who will pay the fee and complete accurate the entry form will receive a free digital catalog
of salon.
14. Images can be sent by e-mail, to: salonpremfoto@gmail.com or together CD or DVDs that
will be sent by mail to:
Clubul Fotografic NUFĂRUL
P.O.Box 269,
410 610 Oradea, Bihor
Delivery address is:
Clubul Fotografic NUFĂRUL
Piaţa Unirii 2-4
Oradea - Romania (Phone 040/741/ 212111 – 00/40/770/103500)
15. Participants were sent for work and fee, together with entry form to participate, be deemed to have
accepted the terms of the Regulation on the organization of the salon.
16. International Exhibition Awards:
- Two Crystal Trophy “Premfoto” (for each section)
- Six “Premfoto” Plaques (for each section).
17. International Salon jury:
- Marcello Materassi EFIAP / p, ESFIAP (Italy) President of the Jury,
- Georg S.Holzamnn EFIAP, HonEFIAP (Germany)
- Cătălin Anastase (Austrialia)
- Paul Bock (U.S.A)
- Dancoglu Constantin EFIAPb (Romania)
- Reserve:
- Géza Lennert EFIAP (Serbia).
18. - Director of Salon:
- Stefan Tóth AFIAP.
19. Exhibition schedule:
- Deadline for receiving works ...................... 11/17/2013.
- Judging: ...................................................... 20/11/2013.
- Results: ....................................................... 12/11/2013.
- Exhibition opening: ...................................... 20/12/2013.
- Sending catalog: ........................ ................. 30/01/2014.
20. The organizers are not liable for the loss, damage, destruction or surrender during transport
to the postal recipient.
21. The exhibition will be touring several Galleries in Europe.
22. Judging results will be announced via e-mail and on the website: www.cfno.com and
www.eurofotoart.com

